Software EDICOM
Edicom Business Integrator
Enterprise Application Integrator (EAI)

About
INTEGRATING
APPLICATIONS
IMPROVES
BUSINESS PRODUCTIVITY.
Large- and medium-sized enterprises have
complex technology platforms comprising
different computer systems which handle the
generation, processing, and connectivity of data
needed for a business to function commercially,
logistically, and financially.
Integrating all of the different applications that a
company uses to operate into a single system
pools technological resources and frees up
human potential, providing very significant added
competitive advantages:
Simplifies and automates data transmission
between applications to reduce costs and
errors.
Shares critical information between different
corporate applications and departments.
Improves flexibility and administrative
capacity.

ENTERPRISE APPLICATION PROVIDER
EBI, EDICOM Business Integrator, is a tool used
to integrate a company’s applications (i.e. an
Enterprise Application Provider).
It enables computer applications which use
different programming formats (XML, TXT,
EDIFACT) to connect to each other and share
data.
Integration processes can involve the systems in
a single company or those of several
organizations, so information can be shared with
all your business partners on matters such as the
supply chain or collaboration on the design of a
product, for example.
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How it works
EBI - the tool that connects applications which work with different formats.

Edicom Business Integrator, or EBI, automates the process of data integration between different
computer systems without them having to be in the same physical environment or network.
It implements a bus or channel to identify the various applications to integrate, which will act as
information “publishers” and/or “subscribers”. Publisher applications can then publish information in
EBI by extracting data structures to subscribers, so whenever new data is entered into the EBI system
from any publisher application, it will be taken by the rest of the other subscriber programs, enabling
the integration of all of the data managed by the different computer systems.
EBI is integrated with the EDICOM B2B Cloud Platform and administered by our in-house technicians,
who oversee the integration of our clients’ business processes with those of their trading partners. To
do this, we configure environments adapted to the requirements of each client, in which we identify the
source and destination applications to interchange by exchanging information hosted on separate
computer systems.
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Benefits
Remote integration: Designed for the integration of systems in B2B environments. Allows
information to be shared between remote systems, simplifying the exchange of information between
business partners and users.

Integrated with EDICOM solutions: When a client signs up for any of EDICOM’s e-commerce

solutions which integrate the client’s internal systems (EDI, electronic invoicing, CRP/VMI, etc.) EBI
manages the integration of the applications in question. This allows EDICOM to employ the most
powerful EAI system available to serve clients which contract integrated EDICOM solutions.

Transparent to users: EBI enables a high-performance environment to manage integration

processes between EDICOM B2B Cloud Platform applications and a user’s ERP. This technologically
advanced environment is transparent to the client and is operated and administered by qualified
Edicom personnel who parameterize the entire system, enabling the data conversion, rules, and
communications systems required to integrate EDICOM applications with a client’s in-house systems.

A customized tool: EBI is a tool which adapts to the information transmission needs of our clients’
business models, using the system configuration to convert and integrate data from the different
applications which need to connect.
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About EDICOM
Edicom is a global leader in the development of technological platforms for
B2B e-commerce solutions like EDI (Electronic Data Interchange) or
Electronic Invoicing.

SOLUTIONS

With a long history in the field of EDI, we currently have over 9000 clients
worldwide, many of them leaders in their respective industries such as
Unilever, Procter & Gamble, El Corte Inglés, Toys R’Us, etc.

Electronic Invoice

Over 100 million commercial transactions are generated worldwide through
Edicom’s solutions in ASP – SaaS mode, throughout multiple sectors such as
Retail, Healthcare, Logistics and Transportation, Automotive, Tourism,
Finance, etc.

Continuous Replenishment
CRP/VMI

Edicom provides advanced technological solutions that enable users to
outsource the administration and maintenance of large B2B communications
platforms, achieving seamless operation of all systems.

CERTIFICATION AUTHORITY

Contact us

Timestamping

SPAIN
www.edicomgroup.com/es
marketing@edicomgroup.com
Phone |+34 96 136 65 65
|902 119 228
FRANCE
www.edicomgroup.com/fr
edicomfr@edicomgroup.com
Phone | +33 (0) 820 360 330
ITALY
www.edicomgroup.com/it
marketing@edicomgroup.com
Phone | +39 02 0064 0402
USA
www.edicomgroup.com/us
marketing_us@edicomgroup.com
Phone | +1 212 889 1909

Application Service Provider
EDI - Electronic Data Interchange
Accounts Payable Integration
EdicomData - GDSN Data Pool

EDICOMNet - Private B2B
communications network

Issuing Electronic Certificates
Remote Signature Services from
Secure Device
Certified document safekeeping
service

MEXICO
www.edicomgroup.com/mx
ventas@edicomgroup.com
Phone | +52 55 52 12 15 66

SERVICES
International Support Center

BRAZIL
www.edicomgroup.com/br
info_brazil@edicomgroup.com
Phone | +55 (11) 2507 5402
ARGENTINA
www.edicomgroup.com/ar
info_argentina@edicomgroup.com
Phone | +54 (11) 5245 8410

24x7 System Monitoring
Mapping Management
Global Outsourcing
Onboarding Projects
Integral Partner Management

LOCAL PHONES **
U.K. | +44 0871 277 0028
NEDERLAND | 0900 777 0020
GERMANY | +49 1801 000 111
PORTUGAL | +351 707 786 678
**Only for calls from the country indicated.
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